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The evolution of woody stems approximately 400 mya (middle Paleozoic)

facilitated the expansion of plants and has likely affected carbon and water

budgets across much of the terrestrial surface since that time. Stems are

a carbon cost/sink and limit water transport from soil to leaves as it must

pass through specialized xylem tissue. While leaf fossils have provided a

wealth of quantitative data, including estimates of plant water fluxes utilizing

biophysically based models, fossil-informed models integrating stem and

leaf physiology are lacking. Integrated stem-leaf physiology may distinguish

successors to ecological catastrophes like the end of the Late Paleozoic

Ice Age (LPIA). The documented collapse of LPIA tropical forests provides

an opportunity to assess the importance of woody stems as a key to

understanding differences in survivorship among common plant taxa from

the Carboniferous to the Permian. Here, we present an analysis of the limits

to leaf water supply and plant function for Paleozoic forest plant types due

to (1) cavitation-induced embolism and xylem blockage and (2) insufficient

sapwood water transport capacity.—collectively defined here as sapwood

dysfunction. We first present a modified ecosystem process model (Paleo-

BGC+) that includes sapwood dysfunction. Paleo-BGC + is parameterized

using measurements obtainable from fossil xylem and therefore applicable to

both modern and ancient ecosystems. We then assess the effect of sapwood

dysfunction on ecosystem processes based on previously published fossil leaf

measurements and a new fossil xylem dataset for plant types present in the

Late Paleozoic. Using daily meteorology from a GCM of the late Carboniferous

(GENESIS v3) under a Glacial (low-CO2) and an Inter-glacial (high-CO2)

scenario, we found that simulated sapwood dysfunction slowed plant water

use and reduced carbon storage. This inhibition occurred particularly in

plants with high maximum stomatal conductance and high stem vulnerability
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to embolism. Coincidentally, plants with these traits were predominantly

reduced or missing from the fossil record from the Carboniferous to the

Permian. Integrating stem and leaf physiology may improve the fidelity of

model representations of soil-to-atmosphere water transport through plants,

simulations of long-term climate phenomena like the LPIA, and ecosystem

projections under future climate change.

KEYWORDS

sapwood, stomatal conductance (gs), ecosystem process and function, ecosystem
process model, fossils, xylem, cavitation-induced embolism

Introduction

Morphological features of plant fossils are a well-established
source of information about ancient Earth (McElwain, 1998;
Royer, 2001; Beerling and Royer, 2002; Franks and Beerling,
2009; Peppe et al., 2011). For example, measurements of leaf
fossil characteristics have been used to infer properties of ancient
plant physiology (Boyce et al., 2009; Franks and Beerling, 2009;
Brodribb and Feild, 2010; Nicotra et al., 2011; Haworth and
Raschi, 2014; Haworth et al., 2014; Montañez et al., 2016;
Wilson et al., 2017, 2020; Boyce and Zwieniecki, 2019; White
et al., 2020) and greenhouse gas concentrations (Woodward,
1987; McElwain, 1998; Beerling and Royer, 2002; Wagner et al.,
2002; Finsinger and Wagner-Cremer, 2009; Franks and Beerling,
2009; Steinthorsdottir et al., 2011; Montañez et al., 2016; Richey
et al., 2020, 2021). Recently, these fossil derived properties
have been incorporated into ecosystem process models (White
et al., 2020; Matthaeus et al., 2021; Richey et al., 2021), and
Earth system models (Macarewich, 2021) to assess terrestrial
ecosystem carbon, water, and nitrogen cycles in deep time. Such
models are critical for predicting Earth system changes, as they
provide a unique opportunity to test hypotheses about Earth-
and ecosystem processes by comparing their predictions about
past changes to the geologic and fossil records.

Leaf physiology is of primary importance to models of
vegetation. Leaf traits like stomatal conductance and mesophyll
conductivity influence the rate of plant gas exchange of water
vapor and CO2 with the atmosphere. However, stomatal
function is based on turgor pressure and therefore relies
on water supply from xylem (McAdam and Brodribb, 2016;
Cardoso et al., 2020; Holloway-Phillips, 2020). At the whole-
plant scale, actively conductive tissue in woody stems and
branches (i.e., sapwood) must be sufficient to supply the
canopy with water (DeLucia et al., 1994; Delucia et al., 2001;
Meinzer et al., 2008; Zeppel and Eamus, 2008). Sapwood water
transport is driven by the water potential (9) gradient in
xylem. However, xylem conductivity fails with excessively low
water potential. That is, under dry and/or high evaporation
conditions (decreasing negative 9), air is drawn into xylem (i.e.,

a cavitation event expanding into an embolism) which blocks
water transport, causing loss of conductivity, gas exchange,
and assimilation (Tyree and Sperry, 1989; Sperry et al., 1994;
Hacke et al., 2006; Pittermann et al., 2013; Mayr et al., 2014).
Cavitation-induced embolism is referred to as ‘failure’ as it
inhibits the ability of xylem in sapwood to perform its primary
role in providing water to the canopy, and causes plant death
and limits plant distributions in modern ecosystems (Tyree
and Sperry, 1989; Sperry and Tyree, 1990; Tyree and Ewers,
1991; Tyree and Zimmermann, 2002; Choat et al., 2012).
The physiological limitations of xylem, therefore, represent a
necessary link in the process-based representation of plants in
ecosystem and Earth system models across natural history and
today.

To demonstrate the importance of xylem limitation on
ecosystem and plant function, and as a proof of concept for
the feasibility of studying these processes across deep time,
we present an updated version of the Paleo-BGC model from
White et al. (2020) that simulates stem hydraulic limitations
on leaf water supply based on a xylem structure-function
relationship (presented in Section “Xylem physiology from
fossils: Model background”). The previously published Paleo-
BGC model is based on BIOME-BGC v4.1.21 (Thornton et al.,
2002). Ecosystem process models simulate carbon, nitrogen,
and water balances for vegetation and soil (Schimel et al.,
2000; Thornton and Rosenbloom, 2005) as they are modified
by a set of mechanistic representations of ecosystem processes
(e.g., primary production, Farquhar et al., 1980; respiration,
De Vries, 1975; Ryan, 1995; evaporation and transpiration,
Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965; Monteith and Unsworth, 2013).
In BIOME-BGC these processes are driven by meteorology (e.g.,
temperature, photosynthetic active radiation, and precipitation)
and modulated by sets of traits representing modern plant
functional types (PFTs). White et al. (2020) developed Paleo-
BGC to allow the representation of ancient ecosystems using
relevant atmospheric properties and PFTs for extinct plants.

1 http://www.ntsg.umt.edu/project/biome-bgc.php
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FIGURE 1

Vascular plant hydraulic pathway conducting element features. (A) Conducting elements (tracheids or vessels) form a network that allows water
transport from the roots, through the stem and branches, and to the leaves. Modern plant vascular trait combinations typically follow one of
three syndromes. Conifers contain tracheids connected by torus-margo pits (A, top row), angiosperms contain vessels connected by
homogeneous pit membranes (A, bottom row), and seed-free vascular plants contain tracheids and homogeneous pit membranes (not
pictured). Paleozoic plants typically contained tracheids (B), which were large compared to modern conifers and ferns (C), connected by
homogeneous pit membranes. For the model presented here we consider an idealized tracheid (D) of length L and diameter D with surface area
At = 2 π r (r + h). In the model tracheid, radial walls (one pictured), are half covered by pit-field (hatched) and half lacking pits, whereas
tangential walls are entirely lacking pits. Modern light photomicrographs are from Reynolds (2014), and SEM from Venturas et al. (2017).
Paleozoic tracheid micrographs are from Morgan (1930), Wilson et al. (2008), Wilson (2013), and Viney et al. (2019), dimensions are summarized
from Pittermann et al. (2006), Hacke et al. (2007), and Brodersen et al. (2014).

In particular, Paleo-BGC is modified to include extinct plant
traits accessible through measurements made on fossil leaves
and cuticle (see White et al., 2020 for further description).
Here, we make a expand on Paleo-BGCs PFT trait repertoire
and model logic in order to utilize a preliminary xylem
morphological dataset from plant fossils that has been used
in previous studies (Montañez et al., 2016; Wilson et al.,
2017, 2020; Matthaeus et al., 2021), amended with novel data
regarding an additional fossil parameter (pit-area per tracheid)
that has an established structure-function relationship with
xylem physiological limitation. Following work presented in
these previous studies, we use paleoenvironmental parameters
representing paleo-tropical plant types in the Pennsylvanian
Subperiod of the Carboniferous Period plant to simulate
ecosystem function using the updated Paleo-BGC.

The Carboniferous is a well characterized pre-angiosperm
period with respect to paleo-flora and environmental conditions
(e.g., see Falcon-Lang and Bashforth, 2004; DiMichele et al.,
2006; Sahney et al., 2010; Bashforth et al., 2014; DiMichele,
2014; Montañez et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2017, 2020),
making it a generally auspicious target for paleoecological
study. Here we focus on four Carboniferous paleo-tropical

dominant plant types: lycopsids, medullosans, tree ferns, and
cordaitaleans. Lycopsids and medullosans are associated with
ever-wet environments, whereas tree ferns and cordaitaleans
are believed to have tolerated some aridity and/or moisture
seasonality (DiMichele, 2014; Montañez et al., 2016; Wilson
et al., 2017). Through the late Carboniferous and early
Permian, progressive aridification beginning with the onset of
moisture seasonality is implicated in repeated paleo-tropical
vegetation restructuring events involving these four plant
types (Dimichele et al., 2009; Montañez and Poulsen, 2013;
Opluštil et al., 2013; Tabor et al., 2013). Further, xylem
fossils from these groups show marked differences in anatomy,
making the Carboniferous particularly interesting for the
evaluating the role of xylem in extinct plant water transport,
and the resulting differences between extinct and modern
plants.

Generally, xylem comprised of less restrictive, larger
water conducting elements is more susceptible to cavitation-
induced embolism (presented in detail in section “Xylem
physiology from fossils: Model background”). Based on this
xylem structure-function relationship, the xylem of plants
most associated with Carboniferous everwet tropical lowlands
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FIGURE 2

Mean pit area per tracheid (Ap) and mean cavitation water
potential (9̄c) for extinct plants (colored symbols) and extant
plants (black symbols; legend applies to both A,B). (A) Log-log
plot of measured Ap and mean cavitation water potential 9̄c for
extant plants (black symbols: eudicots, vesselless angiosperms,
conifers, and seed free vascular plants from Pittermann et al.,
2006; Hacke et al., 2007; Brodersen et al., 2014). Power
functions fit to each dataset are presented as black lines
(vessel-free) and red lines (vessel-bearing; eudicots). Vertical
lines represent AP estimated from stem fossils, which are vessel
free, but outside the range of AP from extant vessel-free plants
(box symbols). Power function intersections with vertical lines
represent the possible cavitation potentials that would be
predicted based on data for each extant group. The empirical
model based on Ap for extant eudicots predicts the least
vulnerability to cavitation (tolerance of the most extreme water
potential). (B) Cartesian plot of the empirical model based on
eudicot data (red line; 9c = –1.538*Ap

-0 .402) that was selected
for use in downstream simulations due the disjoint ranges, and
conservation of plant function. The empirical model used to
predict extinct plant 9c based on measured fossil xylem Ap.
Mean and standard deviation of simulated empirical distribution
for each fossil group are presented as color filled dot and error
bars. Fossil xylem Ap are calculated based on a mixture of
literature and measured values and assumptions regarding their
distributions, therefore variability for Ap is not presented.

(DiMichele, 2014; Wilson et al., 2017), notably lycopsids
(Cichan, 1985, 1986) and medullosans (Wilson et al., 2008, 2015;
Wilson and Knoll, 2010; Wilson, 2013), are predicted to be

highly susceptible to cavitation-induced embolism. Plant types
that became dominant in times and places experiencing aridity
(i.e., cordaitaleans and tree ferns), on the other hand, may have
been resistant to cavitation-induced embolism (Wilson et al.,
2008; Wilson and Knoll, 2010; Wilson, 2013). To test these
hypotheses using Paleo-BGC, we simulated these plants in a
Pennsylvanian Subperiod tropical wetland location, with and
without xylem limitation, to evaluate its effect on ecosystem
processes. Pursuant to the comparison between extinct and
extant plant function, we use the same conditions to simulate
two extant plant taxa, which represent anatomical and ecological
extremes using xylem anatomical data and cavitation water
potential data from living plants (Hacke et al., 2006): Morus
alba (common mulberry; Moraceae) and Arctostaphylos patula
(greenleaf manzanita; Ericaceae).

Materials and methods

Xylem physiology from fossils: Model
background

In leaves and stems, physiological limitation of xylem is
related to its anatomy (Tyree and Sperry, 1989; Sperry et al.,
1994; Hacke et al., 2006; Christman et al., 2012; Pittermann
et al., 2013; Mayr et al., 2014) and can be estimated for
extinct plants using measurements of fossils (Wilson et al.,
2008, 2015; Wilson and Knoll, 2010; Wilson and Fischer,
2011; Wilson, 2013). In this study, we consider four major
arborescent plant types from the Carboniferous Period:
arborescent lycophytes (lycopsids), medullosan pteridosperms
(medullosans), stem-group marattialean tree ferns, and
early-diverging coniferophytes (cordaitaleans) from the
Carboniferous (see Wilson et al., 2017) for general description
of plant types and natural history). Preserved xylem from these
plant types has traditionally been used to inform phylogenetic
differences.

The morphological properties of xylem fossil associated
with these groups are different than most modern arborescent
plants: nearly all plants in the Paleozoic Era contained xylem
formed from a network of single-celled conduits closed at the
ends, called tracheids. Tracheid cell walls contain porous zones
spanned by homogeneous pit membranes through which water
passed from one tracheid to another. In extant ecosystems,
however, most arborescent plants have one of two combinations
of xylem conduit type and pit membrane type (Figure 1). Most
gymnosperm tree xylem conducts water through narrow (20–
35 µm in diameter) single-celled tracheids with pit membranes
that are differentiated into a non-porous zone (torus) and
a porous zone (margo), forming a porous structure called
torus-margo pits. Alternatively, most angiosperm trees contain
wider xylem cells forming multicellular conduits, called vessels,
which contain homogeneous pit membranes. There are a small
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number of extant arborescent plants that share the same
combination of features as Paleozoic plants: certain vesselless
angiosperms and ferns have tracheids (i.e., they are ‘vessel-
free’) with homogeneous pit membranes. Tracheids in vesselless
angiosperms and ferns are relatively small, comparable in
size to modern conifers (e.g., Pinales), and therefore can
serve as functional analogs for the xylem anatomy of extinct
coniferophytes, including the cordaitaleans (Pittermann et al.,
2006, 2011; Hacke et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2008; Figure 2).
However, the tracheids found in fossil xylem associated with
other key Carboniferous plant types (e.g., lycopsids and
medullosans) are distinct from all of the aforementioned groups
in their size (diameters in excess of 100 µm are common in
some taxa, and length can exceed 20 mm) and pit membrane
anatomy. Rather, they are more comparable with vessels in
modern eudicot angiosperms (Cichan, 1985, 1986; Hacke et al.,
2007; Wilson et al., 2008, 2015; Wilson and Knoll, 2010;
Wilson, 2013, 2016; Table 1). This unusual combination of
large, single-celled tracheids with homogenous pit membranes
has been linked to an increased probability of sapwood
dysfunction induced by xylem embolism (Cichan, 1986; Wilson
et al., 2008, 2015, 2017; Wilson and Knoll, 2010; Wilson
and Fischer, 2011; Wilson, 2013). Other well characterized
differences between Paleozoic and modern xylem—such as
the lack of secondary xylem in tree ferns, the prevalence
of scalarifom pits in tree ferns and lycopsids, and the fact
that lycopsid secondary xylem is not the primary mechanical
support for the stem (compiled in Taylor et al., 2009)—are not
considered here, though the implications of some factors are
discussed.

Although xylem cavitation and embolism are easily
observed in plants, the mechanics of xylem hydraulic failure
processes in vivo remain a topic of active study in plant
physiology (see Venturas et al., 2017 for a review). Recently,
pit membrane characteristics (i.e., pore constrictions and pit
membrane thickness) have been implicated as a primary
mechanism in the mechanics of xylem hydraulic failure
(Thonglim et al., 2021; Avila et al., 2022; Levionnois et al.,
2022), making them an obvious target for predictive modeling.
However, pit membranes are rarely preserved in the fossil
record. In this preliminary effort, we have therefore chosen
to focus on more commonly preserved aspects of xylem
anatomy and morphology. In particular, there is a robust
relationship between the water potential at which air enters
tracheids (i.e., “air-seeding pressure,” 9C) and inter-tracheid
pit area (Ap; Wheeler et al., 2005; Hacke et al., 2006, 2007;
Pittermann et al., 2006, 2011). That is, 9C. approaches
zero with increasing Ap. In this modeling effort (described
further in section “Model description” and Supplementary
material), air seeding is assumed to be the primary cause of
cavitation and embolism, as sufficient evidence exists from
fossil to apply the structure-function relationship to extinct
plants.

Xylem cells are well-preserved in the fossil record
(Figure 1B), and pits can be observed and measured. The
relationship Ap and 9C can therefore be used to assess
extinct plant taxa’s differential vulnerability to cavitation and
subsequent loss of hydraulic conductance, or whether these
plants are resistant to cavitation (Hacke et al., 2007; Figure 2).
We have adapted this relationship for incorporation into
the previously described ecosystem process model Paleo-BGC
(Figure 3, White et al., 2020, and described further below).

At the whole-plant scale, the ability of sapwood to
supply water for transpiration, and photosynthesis depends
on the allometric relationship between sapwood and canopy
(DeLucia et al., 1994; Delucia et al., 2001; Meinzer et al.,
2008; Zeppel and Eamus, 2008). Reduction of maximum
sapwood conductivity occurs when sapwood transitions to
heartwood (sapwood turnover; Chattaway, 1952), and recovery
of maximum conductivity occurs when new sapwood grows
(Venturas et al., 2017). Therefore, we connect the ratio of
sapwood to canopy carbon simulated by Paleo-BGC (CSW :CL)
to the capacity of the sapwood to supply the canopy with water.
This is similar to Leaf Specific Conductivity (Ewers, 1985), but
is expressed here in terms of biomass (CSW :CL), which utilizes
modeled carbon pools that currently exist in Paleo-BGC and
does not require information about sapwood area (see section
“Materials and methods”).

Model description

In the published version of Paleo-BGC (White et al., 2020),
models of extinct plants are represented by two sources of
parameters, primarily measurements of leaf fossil material,
and by leaf functional traits. These traits include mesophyll
conductance, hydraulic conductivity, nutrient ratio (C:N),
Specific Leaf Area, boundary layer conductance and maximum
stomatal conductance, in the context of ecosystem processes.
Here, we add model components that further limit water supply
to leaves due to sapwood dysfunction. This updated model
version, referred to here as Paleo-BGC+, represents xylem
loss of conductivity and restricted recovery based on xylem
anatomy and sapwood-canopy allometry utilizing plant fossil
information as input.

To model the embolism component of sapwood
dysfunction, we assume that the failure of xylem and
loss of conductivity (i.e., cavitation-induced embolism) is
primarily the result of air-seeding. In the current model
update, loss of conductance proceeds with decreasing water
potential as tracheids embolize sequentially along a gradient
of morphological traits that are assumed to be normally
distributed in the xylem tissue. Based on these assumptions, and
following the rationale of Hacke et al. (2006), we consider the
mean cavitation water potential (9̄c) to be that which induces
cavitation and loss of conductivity in the average tracheid.
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TABLE 1 Morphophysiological characteristics of fossil xylem from extinct plants and comparison with extant taxa.

Group Fp(dim) L(mm) D(µm) At(mm2) Ap(mm2) 9̄c(-MPa)

Lycopsid 0.08 17* 110* 5.9 0.45 2.2

Medullosan 0.10 20† 165† 10.4 1.04 1.5

Tree Fern 0.07 6‡ 75§ 1.4 0.10 3.89

Cordaitalean 0.07 4† 35† 0.4 0.03 6.2

EBF-V 0.05 162 57 29.0 1.46 1.13

EBF-R 0.04 32 25 2.5 0.10 4.67

Extinct plant xylem cells are all tracheids, whereas extant taxa are vessel-bearing. Pit fraction (Fp , dimensionless, the areal fraction of tracheid pit-field segments occupied by pits), tracheid
length (L), and diameter (D) were used to calculate tracheid surface area (At), pit area per tracheid (Ap), mean embolism water potential (9̄c , i.e., the water potential inducing cavitation
and loss of conductivity in the average tracheid). Representative literature values for Carboniferous xylem fossils originate as follows: Lycopsids from Cichan (1985) (*), Medullosans
and Cordaitaleans from Wilson (2013) (†), Tree Fern from Morgan (1930) (§), and White (1962) (average of 3 marattialean NLR, ‡). Shading indicates values for extant taxa represented
by evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF) parameters provided with Paleo-BGC in combination with properties of Morus alba (EBF-V), and Arctostaphylos patula (EBF-R) from Hacke et al.
(2006); parameters from Morus and Arctostaphylos refer to values from vessels, not tracheids. Calculated values are in italics.

FIGURE 3

Graphical description of calculations leading to simulated vulnerability curves from fossil plant xylem morphological and anatomical
measurements. Density plots of all distributions based on simulated data (tracheid radius – r, tracheid length – L, pit area per tracheid – Ap, and
cavitation water potential – 9c); all vertical axes are simulated frequencies. Numerical vectors containing distributions are represented in
formulae in bold font. Calculations are performed element-wise on these vectors, effectively assuming a covariance of 1 between r and L. While
r and L do positively co-vary (e.g., Sperry et al., 2006), the relationship is variable among taxa. However, in the absence of morphological and
anatomical measurements sufficient to infer the true distribution of these traits an assumed covariance is necessary, and this choice to yields
deterministic and interpretable model behavior. Red line represents the normal distribution fitted to 9c, the parameters of which are used to
calculate a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the same normal distribution in Paleo-BGC+. These CDFs correspond to the simulated
vulnerability curves, presented in Figure 4.

Therefore, we model percent loss of xylem conductivity with
decreasing water potential [PLC(9), i.e., the “vulnerability
curve,” Figures 3, 4] as a normally distributed random variable
with mean 9̄c and standard deviation sψc. The cumulative
distribution function of PLC(9) replicates the general shape of
many vulnerability curves observed in living plants (Tyree and
Sperry, 1989; Hacke et al., 2007; Christman et al., 2012; Jinagool,
2015), and can be used to represent a variety of underlying
causes of xylem failure.

It has been shown that there is wide variation in xylem cell
morphology and distribution that corresponds to an equally
wide variation in the shape of PLC curves, reflecting plant

adaptation to a range of environmental parameters (e.g.,
Pittermann et al., 2013; Rico et al., 2013). Therefore, the
normal distribution is used here as a preliminary modeling
convention in the absence of more thorough data stem xylem.
Other distribution shapes may better represent the shape
of PLC curves in some taxa, for which PLC is determined
primarily by factors other than air-seeding or the underlying
morphological distributions are non-normal (e.g., tracheid
implosion, or multimodal tracheid/vessel size distributions as
may be the case for tree fern water transport through meta-
and proto-xylem; Zimmermann et al., 1982; Carlquist, 2009;
Domec et al., 2009). Nonetheless, the focal Carboniferous taxa
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FIGURE 4

Simulated vulnerability curves [i.e., percent loss of conductivity; PLC(9)] for four extinct Carboniferous taxa and two extant taxa. Cavitation
water potential (9̄c) is estimated using an empirical relationship and based on novel anatomical measurements from xylem fossils for extinct
plants, and using data from Hacke et al. (2006) for extant plants. These curves are cumulative distribution functions of normal distributions fit to
9̄c data. The medullosan vulnerability curve (dark blue) corresponds to the red line in Figure 2. The red star on the horizontal axis is placed at
the prescribed leaf wilting water potential (–2.5 MPa, White et al., 2020), as the displacement from the star of the PLC curve for a given taxon
determines if simulated sapwood dysfunction will stop stomatal conductance before leaf wilting.

described here lack vessels, and air seeding generally occurs at
higher water potentials than tracheid implosion (Domec et al.,
2009, but see Discussion below). Further, there is presently
no database of fossil xylem measurements sufficient to reliably
infer the true distribution of the relevant parameters (i.e., see
Table 1 and below), particularly in the case of pit area per
tracheid (Ap). Finally, the normal distribution can be efficiently
implemented using its moments (i.e., mean and standard
deviation, Figures 2, 3). As an initial test of the potential
importance of sapwood to ecosystem processes, therefore, we
chose to use the normally distributed PLC curve to analytically
connect PLC to measured xylem morphology (Figures 2–4).

The additive inverse of PLC is proportional to a new scalar
[i.e., remaining sapwood conductivity; 1-(PLC/100) = msw] that
is multiplied into the existing series of environmental scalars
(e.g., vapor pressure deficit, freezing soil temperatures) in Paleo-
BGC. These scalars reduce stomatal conductance from the
maximum values derived from plant fossils for each plant type
(Jarvis and Mcnaughton, 1986; White et al., 2020). In this new
version, operational stomatal conductance now also depends on
the capacity of bulk sapwood to supply water to the canopy (see
below), which itself is a function of xylem morphology and PLC.

To predict PLC, we first consider pit area per tracheid (Ap)
as a primary morphological predictor of mean cavitation water
potential. Pit area itself depends on tracheid surface area (At)
and the fraction of surface area that is occupied by inter-tracheid

pits (Wheeler et al., 2005; Hacke et al., 2006, 2007; Pittermann
et al., 2006, 2011). We estimate the distribution of Ap for
fossil taxa based on several tracheid morphological traits that
are measurable in fossil xylem including: tracheid length (L),
diameter (D), and the fraction of inter-tracheid surface occupied
by pits (Fp) referred to as the pit-field fraction (Hacke et al., 2006;
see Figure 1D).

We obtained tracheid morphological properties for each
plant group through a mixture of sample measurements, and
reported literature values. A summary of values and their
sources are provided in Table 1. We used these values in
calculations based on simplifying assumptions as follows: to
approximate distributions of tracheid surface area (At) we
used published values of L and D from Morgan (1930), White
(1962), Cichan (1985) and Wilson (2013) for Carboniferous
plant groups. From these data, we assumed that the midpoint
of the ranges presented for L and D are the mean, and that the
extreme values are each two standard deviations from the mean.
Using these literature derived means and standard deviations,
we simulated normally distributed empirical data for L and D
using the R command rnorm with n = 10,000 (R Core Team,
2021). These distributions form the basis for the within-taxon
variation in Ap and the dispersion of PLC(9) (described below
and see Figures 2–4).

To compare the fossil plant types to extant plant
functioning, we also used the same xylem morphological
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properties to simulate Ap distributions for two extant taxa
reported in Hacke et al. (2006): white mulberry (Morus alba,
referred to as V for ‘vulnerable’) and greenleaf manazanita
(Arctostaphylos patula, referred to as R for ‘resistant’).
Parameters prescribing predicted PLC curves (i.e., 9̄c and
sψc) for each extant taxa are characterized were combined
with an existing Paleo-BGC plant functional type (PFT) for
evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF), to produce an amended PFT
representing modern plant types that are vulnerable (EBF-V)
and resistant (EBF-R) to sapwood dysfunction.

Differing tracheid morphology among taxa, specifically
tracheid geometry and pit anatomy, makes direct quantitative
comparison based on morphological properties challenging,
particularly in the absence of comprehensive descriptions of
tracheid morphological variation in the xylem of each fossil
taxon. To facilitate quantitative evaluation of the effect of
morphological traits, we model hydraulic properties of an
idealized tracheid using the morphological properties of each
taxon (see Figure 1D, schematic of idealized tracheid). All
tracheids are modeled as having a circular cross section
and flat ends (i.e., a right circular cylinder of length L
and diameter D, Figure 1). In fossil taxa, we assume
that half of each radial wall is in hydraulic contact with
adjacent tracheids and pit-bearing (i.e., the contact fraction,
Fc, Hacke et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2008; Wilson and
Fischer, 2011), and that tangential walls are without pits.
Therefore, the contact fraction is set to 25% for all fossil
taxa.

We measured the pit-field fraction for Carboniferous plant
groups from scanning electron micrographs (SEM) and light
micrographs of tracheid walls in fossil xylem macerations. The
area of each well-preserved, continuous segment of pit-bearing
tracheid wall (i.e., a fragment of the pit-field; As = Ls ∗ Ws;
see Figure 1D) was measured, along with the length (l) and
width (w) of each pit in that segment. The area of each pit was
approximated as an ellipse (A = π l w). Pit areas in each segment
were summed and divided by that segment’s area to calculate
the pit fraction per segment (Fp,s = 6 A/As). We assume that
the average pit fraction per segment (Fp,s) is equal to the pit-
field fraction for each fossil taxon, that is, that the pits are
distributed uniformly within the pit-field. Then, the pit fraction
(Fp) of the tracheid is calculated as the product of pit-field
fraction (Fp,s) and contact fraction for tracheid fossils. Tracheid
length (L) and diameter (D = 2r) were then used to calculate
a distribution of idealized tracheid surface area [At = 2 π r
(r + L)]. We assume perfect covariance between the simulated
empirical distributions of L and D within plant type, therefore
the At calculation was applied to L and D distributions element-
wise (see Figure 1D). Pit area per tracheid (Ap = FpFcAt) was
then calculated for each value of At using the mean of Fp
for each plant type and assumed Fc of 0.25. Variation in L
and D, therefore, is source of dispersion in Ap and PLC (see
Supplementary material).

To estimate the water potential at which cavitation would
occur, we fit a power law (f) relating simulated empirical data
for Ap to the mean cavitation pressure (i.e., the mean water
potential of the distribution of conductivity as a function of
water potential, 9̄c) from Hacke et al. (2006) for eudicots
(red line in Figure 2 and Table 1). We used this power law
to calculate cavitation water potential [9c = f(Ap)] across the
simulated distribution of Ap for each taxon (Figure 3).

To facilitate PLC inclusion in the new implementation of
Paleo-BGC, we then fit a normal distribution to the simulated 9c

distribution for each plant type [N (9̄c, s9c), Figures 3, 4 and
see section “Discussion”). We then estimate PLC at any given
water potential (9) using the moments 9̄c and s9c for each
plant type to calculate the cumulative probability of N :

PLC(9) = 0.5 ∗ erfc (
9̄c −9

s9c
√

2
) (1)

where erfc is the complementary error function. During
simulation in Paleo-BGC, when conditions are becoming
drier, changes in leaf water potential (9leaf ) are used to
calculate PLC(9leaf ). We use 9leaf to drive PLC to estimate
near-leaf sapwood dysfunction as a result of air-seeding
embolism, as near-leaf xylem likely experiences the most
extreme water potentials (Koçillari et al., 2021). The additive
inverse of PLC(9leaf ), corresponding to the remaining sapwood
conductivity [1-PLC(9leaf ) = msw] is multiplied into the existing
scalar reduction stomatal conductance (gs) as a result of xylem
cavitation-induced embolism (Figure 4). Under re-wetting
conditions PLC and gs are held at local minima pending
prescribed primarily xylem regrowth, and secondarily, bubble
dissolution (see Supplementary material and Supplementary
Figure 3), introducing hysteresis to the calculation of gs in
Paleo-BGC.

During the wet season, we assumed embolism recovery
to be dominated by sapwood regrowth (Utsumi et al., 2003;
Venturas et al., 2017). The wet season was prescribed to begin
after modeled soil moisture, and therefore leaf water potential
had reached annual plateaus (Figures 5, 6 and Supplementary
Figures 1, 3, and refer to White et al., 2020), during which we
set conductivity to recover at a rate of 1% per day to simulate
the growth of new sapwood.

To capture the limitation imposed by embolized xylem
in bulk sapwood on water supply to the canopy—the second
avenue of sapwood dysfunction modeled here—we utilized
the sapwood turnover and carbon allocation variables. In. to
Paleo-BGC (White et al., 2020), its predecessor BIOME-BGC,
sapwood turnover occurs at a rate that is proportional to annual
maximum sapwood and a prescribed constant (tsw = 0.7) set
by the user. In the initial descriptions of the parameterizations
for BIOME-BGC described in White et al. (2000), it is noted
that there was insufficient data to inform tsw. We therefore
propose that sapwood containing embolized xylem is available
for turnover and have set tsw to vary in linearly with PLC,
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FIGURE 5

Water potentials in Paleo-BGC and Paleo-BGC + simulations as they relate to sapwood limitation of stomatal conductance. Intra-annual leaf
water potentials (9leaf, A–D), are shown for both the original model implementation (Paleo-BGC, black) and Paleo-BGC with sapwood
limitations (Paleo-BGC+, orange) along with the mean cavitation pressure (9̄c, dotted line in A–D) of each plant type. At 9leaf below the dotted
line 50% of sapwood conductivity is lost to cavitation. Vulnerable plant types like medullosans (A,B) spent much of the year with 50% or more
loss sapwood of conductivity, while resistant types like cordaitaleans (C,D) were unaffected by sapwood dysfunction. Symbols are at daily
means annualized for 50 years of simulation, and shading represents one standard deviation from the mean of 50 years of simulation. The red
star on the vertical axes is placed at the prescribed leaf wilting water potential (–2.5 MPa, White et al., 2020). In vulnerable taxa (e.g.,
medullosan, A,B) simulated sapwood dysfunction stopped stomatal conductance before leaf wilting.

while maintaining a minimum annual sapwood turnover of 25%
(see section “Discussion”). We consider this a null model with
respect to responses to xylem embolism as it does not constitute
an active response, but rather is a necessary consequence of
loss of sapwood function. We then assumed that the originally
prescribed allocation of carbon to new sapwood relative to new
canopy (Cnew,SW :Cnew,L) represents the ideal ratio to supply
the canopy foliage with water. Unlike sapwood turnover, this
allometry is well supported (White et al., 2000).

Based on these assumptions we calculate a sapwood-canopy
allometric cap for theoretical stomatal conductance. Following
White et al. (2020), we use the ecophysiological constants for
evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF: Cnew,SW :Cnew,L = 0.22) as they

are most comparable to the focal Paleozoic taxa. We assume
that this ratio provides sapwood conductivity that is exactly
sufficient to achieve maximum stomatal conductance (gs,max).
Actualized CSW :CL are calculated daily by Paleo-BGC, and vary
freely from this ratio based on assimilation, nitrogen limitation,
and sapwood C remaining after turnover. When CSW :CL is
reduced below the sufficient ratio, we reduce maximum stomatal
conductance (gs,max) in proportion. This represents sapwood
water transport dysfunction as a result of the allometric deficit
of sapwood relative to canopy:

g∗s,max = gs,max ∗
CSW : CL

Cnew,SW : Cnew,L
= gs,max ∗ R∗max (2)
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TABLE 2 Fossil informed stomatal conductance parameters.

Group gs,max(m/s) g∗s,max(m/s)

Lycopsid 3.3 1.9

Medullosan 1.4 0.8

Tree Fern 0.3 0.3

Cordaitalean 0.4 0.4

EBF-V 0.2 0.1

EBF-R 0.2 0.2

Maximum stomatal conductance (gs,max), estimated from fossil leaf traits (Montañez
et al., 2016; White et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2020), is taken from base Paleo-BGC
input files for each group. New to Paleo-BGC+, maximum stomatal conductance is
dynamically scaled for sapwood allometric deficit (g∗s,max). Maximum value of g∗s,max

in the final simulation year is presented to facilitate direct comparison to fossil leaf
informed gs,max . Plant types that experienced sapwood deficit with reduced maximum
stomatal conductance are bolded. Shading indicates values for extant taxa represented by
evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF) parameters provided with Paleo-BGC in combination
with properties of Morus alba (EBF-V), and Arctostaphylos patula (EBF-R) from Hacke
et al. (2006); parameters from Morus and Arctostaphylos refer to values from vessels, not
tracheids.

where g∗s,max is the maximum stomatal conductance allowed
by the available sapwood, and R∗max is the current biomass
sapwood:canopy allometry as proportion of the assumed
sufficient allometry. This allometric cap on stomatal
conductance, is applied only when there is a sapwood
deficit (R∗max < 1), and operational stomatal conductance
(gs,op) is greater than g∗s,max. Under these conditions gs,op is
set to g∗s,max, otherwise calculation of stomatal conductance
in unaltered. Representative values of g∗s,max are presented in
Table 2 alongside gs,max. We provisionally refer to the model
implementation that includes physiological limitation due to
sapwood dysfunction as Paleo-BGC+ when distinguishing
between the two implementations. As the two modes
of simulated sapwood dysfunction are non-independent
(i.e., embolism drives sapwood allometric deficit), they are
referred to collectively as sapwood dysfunction in most cases.
Representative annual values for the modifications introduced
here are presented in Figure 6, but are heavily dependent on
meteorology (described below). Model code for Paleo-BGC + is
available at github.com/wjmatthaeus/.

Meteorological setting and
experimental design

In addition to the ecophysiological inputs describing the
vegetation, Paleo-BGC is driven by meteorological inputs (e.g.,
daily data from a climate model). To evaluate the effect of
stem limitation on ecological functioning in the Pennsylvanian
Subperiod, two sets of ecosystem process simulations were
driven by the meteorological inputs representing the same
location as (White et al., 2020). Global climate simulations
from GENESIS v3 (Thompson and Pollard, 1997; Alder et al.,
2011) were used to generate meteorological inputs representing

a single tropical wetland location from what is now the Illinois
Basin. Parameterization of GENESIS v3 for the Late Paleozoic
consisted of Sakmarian (∼290 Ma) continental configuration
and topography (after the description of Ziegler, Hulver, and
Rowley in Martini, 1997), 2.5% reduction in solar luminosity
(Gough, 1981), a circular orbit with 23.5◦ obliquity (Horton
et al., 2010). To represent extremes of Pennsylvanian climate,
and to allow comparison to Matthaeus et al. (2021) we used peak
glacial and interglacial atmospheric compositions of 182 ppm
CO2, and 546 ppm CO2, respectively, and 28% O2.

From each of these GENESIS v3 parameterizations,
10 years of daily temperature (minimum, maximum and
average, ◦C), precipitation (cm day−1) and solar radiation
(W m−2) were taken directly. Additionally GENESIS v3
derived daily minimum/maximum temperature, precipitation,
and paleolatitude were used to calculated vapor pressure
deficit (VPD, Pa) and day length (s) with the MT-CLIM
model (Running and Coughlan, 19882). These simulated
meteorological scenarios (Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 1)
were classified as tropical and subhumid by White et al. (2020)
with a wet season from early spring to early winter, and at
least 2 months without precipitation during the summer on
average. Each meteorological scenario was used to parameterize
Paleo-BGC simulations using each plant type.

To isolate the effect of xylem physiological limitation
on simulated ecosystem water cycling and productivity
for both modern and Carboniferous plant types, we
performed the following experiment. As described in Section
“Xylem physiology from fossils: Model background” and
Supplementary material, each plant type was assigned a
set of xylem vulnerability and refilling parameters. For each
combination of plant type and meteorological scenario we
simulated 50 years of ecosystem processes using two models: (1)
using the unaltered, original model (Paleo-BGC) and (2) using
the model with sapwood dysfunction added (Paleo-BGC+).

Results

Pit fraction (FP) varied among the fossil plant types
measured. Medullosan tracheid fragments had the highest
pit fraction (FP = 0.1, Table 1), followed by lycopsid
tracheids (FP = 0.08). Tree fern and cordaitaleans tracheid
fragments had the lowest pit fraction among fossil plant types
(FP = 0.07). Extant plant types—the vulnerable mulberry
(EBF-V) and the resistant manzanita (EBF-R)—had lower
pit fraction than fossil plant types. Differences in tracheid
length (L) and diameter (D) contributed more to differences
in pit area per tracheid (Ap) than pit fraction: wider
and longer tracheids had more pit area per tracheid than

2 https://www.ntsg.umt.edu/project/mt-clim.php
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FIGURE 6

Multiplier representing the proportional reduction in stomatal conductance as a result of by sapwood dysfunction due to embolism (msw = 1 –
PLC/100) and insufficient sapwood allocation (R∗max, dotted line). Stomatal conductance is unaffected in plant types resistant to sapwood
dysfunction (cordaitalean, green), and reduced in vulnerable plant types (e.g., medullosan, orange). Medullosans were impacted by sapwood
dysfunction because of their wide tracheids (165 µm) and high pit area per tracheid (1.04 mm2). The increase in msw beginning at day 150
represents xylem regrowth at the start of the wet season. The dotted line represents the upper bound placed on stomatal conductance of the
medullosan due to a sapwood:canopy allometric deficit (R∗max) as a result of sapwood loss due to cavitation. For the cordaitalean R∗max was
greater than one and therefore is not pictured. Only the final simulation year is presented.

narrow tracheids with high pit fractions. Medullosans had
the highest pit area per tracheid (Ap = 1.04 mm2) and
highest mean cavitation pressure (9̄c = 1.5), making it the
most vulnerable to sapwood dysfunction among these fossil
plant types. Lycopsids are the next most vulnerable (Table 1).
Therefore, lycopsids and medullosans are referred to as
‘vulnerable plant types.’ Finally, tree ferns and cordaitaleans,
which have the lowest cavitation water potentials (Table 1),
are referred to as sapwood dysfunction ‘resistant plant
types.’

The two new models of sapwood dysfunction implemented
in Paleo-BGC+ —the proportional reduction in operational
stomatal conductance due to embolism (msw, Figure 6) and
sapwood allometric insufficiency limiting maximum stomatal
conductance (g∗s,max, Table 2 and Figure 6)—interacted to
reduce stomatal conductance compared to the previously
published model version (Figure 7, black vs. orange boxes). This
effect was observed in vulnerable plant types (i.e., high Ap and
9̄c, lycopsid and medullosan), but not resistant plant types (tree
ferns and cordaitaleans). Embolism began in in the dry winter
season, when low precipitation (Table 3 and Supplementary
Figure 1) drove low leaf water potentials relative to the stem
hydraulic limitations of vulnerable plant types (i.e.,9̄c, dotted
lines in Figures 5A–D and Supplementary Figure 2), which
coincided with a proportional reduction in operational stomatal
conductance for vulnerable plant types (msw, orange lines
in Figure 6), but not for resistant plant types (green line,
Figure 6). Simulated embolism also resulted in accelerated
sapwood turnover and proportionally reduced sapwood-canopy
biomass allometry (R∗max, Figure 6, dotted line) and reduced

TABLE 3 Summary of the meteorological input scenarios to
Paleo-BGC and Paleo-BGC+.

Scenario Tave
(◦C)

Precipitation
(cm)

No. of days with
precipitation

Glacial:
182 ppm CO2

28% O2

23 0.4 246

Interglacial:
546 ppm CO2

28% O2

28 0.5 301

Interglacial:
600 ppm CO2

28% O2

29 0.5 296

Simulation averages are presented. Days with precipitation occurred seasonally.

maximum stomatal conductance (g∗s,max, Table 2), particularly
during simulated xylem regrowth at the start of the wet season.

Reduced stomatal conductance due to sapwood dysfunction
slowed simulated water use in Paleo-BGG + as compared
to Paleo-BGC, which does not simulate sapwood dysfunction
(Figures 7A,B). Vulnerable plant types therefore left more water
in the soil, increasing average stream flow (Figures 7C,D).
Resistant plant types were unaffected by the addition of sapwood
dysfunction to the model, and showed no change in stomatal
conductance, water use, soil water or stream flow. As Paleo-BGC
and related models are limited to single plant-type simulations
(e.g., as in monotypic stands), slowed water use in Paleo-BGC +,
also extended the growing season (days with 9leaf > −2.5 MPa)
by up to 19 weeks in vulnerable plant groups (Figure 5
and Supplementary Figure 3). Slowed water use was more
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FIGURE 7

Simulated average water cycle fluxes from two ecosystem process model implementations (Paleo-BGC, Paleo-BGC+) that differ in their
representation of sapwood physiological limitation of stomatal conductance. Four fossil and two extant plant types were simulated under
tropical wetland conditions in the Carboniferous Period. Stomatal conductance (gs, A,B) was reduced and stream flow increased (C,D) for plant
types that are vulnerable to sapwood dysfunction (lycopsid and medullosan). Extant plant types (EBF-V, EBF-R) are averaged to clarify
presentation (EBF).

pronounced in the Glacial Scenario (Figures 7A,C), whereas
the change in runoff was greater in the Interglacial Scenario
(Figures 7B,D). This slowing of the water cycle was most
prominent in taxa with high gs,max, the lycopsid and medullosan
types. With sapwood dysfunction considered, lycopsids were no
longer the fastest water users in the glacial scenario, as they
are using the original Paleo-BGC model. Rather, lycopsids used
water slowest of all simulated plant types in the glacial scenario.

Simulated biomass was also impacted by the inclusion
of sapwood dysfunction in Paleo-BGC+. For vulnerable plant
types, mean leaf area index (LAI, m2 canopy m−2 ground)
and vegetation biomass (leaf, stem, and root C) were reduced
as compared to results from Paleo-BGC (Table 4, red cells),
particularly in the Glacial scenario. Resistant plant types showed
little or no change in LAI and vegetation biomass (un-colored
cells, <10% change). The largest reductions in biomass occurred
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in the vulnerable medullosans, which lost 50–60% of its biomass
in both Glacial and Interglacial scenarios. The notable exception
to the trend of reduced biomass in Paleo-BGC+ is the stem
and root carbon accumulation of the cordaitaleans in the
Glacial scenario (green cells). Whereas the addition of dynamic
sapwood turnover rates limited medullosan productivity and
sapwood mass, it allowed the resistant cordaitaleans to maintain
productivity and avoid loss of stem carbon Paleo-BGC+ as
compared to in Paleo-BGC.

Discussion

Plant hydraulics in Paleo-BGC+

To allow functional comparison across deep time, we
based our preliminary xylem morphological characterization
of plant fossils on techniques developed for extant plants and
included data for two extant eudicots (Hacke et al., 2006). The
vulnerability of fossil plant types simulated here was impacted by
our choice of contact fraction (Fc = 0.25). While it is in the range
of contact fractions reported for vessel-bearing angiosperms
(Wheeler et al., 2005; Hacke et al., 2006), this choice of Fc
may be conservative for some fossil plant types. Plant taxa
with a substantial proportion of their sapwood consisting of
scalariform tracheids, such as lycopsid secondary xylem or
tree fern metaxylem, may have a contact fraction as high as
1. Even in taxa whose secondary xylem lacks scalariform pits
but contains, instead, numerous circular-bordered pits, such as
medullosans and extinct sphenophytes, contact fraction values
may approach 1. In these cases, Carboniferous medullosans,
lycopsids and tree ferns—and other taxa that are ecologically
important but not modeled here—would be considerably more
vulnerable to sapwood dysfunction than estimated in this study.
Directly measuring this parameter in fossil plants is challenging:
there is little information available on the contact fraction in
Carboniferous xylem contact fraction because transverse thin
sections and macerations, two common modes of fossil xylem
study, do not contain entire tracheids, and radial and transverse
sections receive comparatively little attention (Cichan and
Taylor, 1984; Wilson et al., 2008, 2015; Wilson and Knoll, 2010;
Wilson and Fischer, 2011; Wilson, 2013). Future sensitivity
analysis and direct study of fossil plant anatomy will clarify
the possible differences in contact fraction of these fossil plant
types. Nonetheless, setting a standard Fc allowed analysis of
the influence of the xylem traits on vulnerability to sapwood
dysfunction.

Due to the fragmentary nature of plant fossils and the
preliminary nature of the current dataset, we characterized
xylem morphology without respect to its plant part of origin
(e.g., bole or branch) However, xylem is not the same in
every part of the plant. Increasingly negative water potential
in xylem with tree height is mirrored by decreasing conduit

width in many modern tree taxa (Anfodillo et al., 2013; Koçillari
et al., 2021). Alternatively, branch and petiole sapwood in
some modern tree species is thought to be more vulnerable to
cavitation due to a lack of ‘hydraulic oversupply’ in conductive
tissue compared to the stem (Cardoso et al., 2020). We therefore
designate our physiological inferences (i.e., 9c) as petiolar or
‘near-leaf ’ to be conservative of plant function. Additionally,
Paleozoic arborescent plants that suffered from vulnerable near-
leaf xylem, and were not able to re-translocate nutrients and
shed leaves and branches during times of water stress (i.e., not
deciduous), may have been at a disadvantage—for example, the
medullosans. On the other hand, this would not have been
an ecophysiological challenge for Carboniferous cordaitaleans
(Looy, 2013), further distinguishing them as a carbon efficient
plant type. It is not clear whether these patterns are universal
or limited to certain lineages—whether they are adaptive
or the result of evolutionary or developmental constraints.
Nonetheless, morphological heterogeneity in plant hydraulic
pathways may change modeling outcomes for Paleozoic plants,
and more detailed fossil information will be required to evaluate
this possibility.

While challenges remain in the physiological
characterization of extinct-plant hydraulic pathways, our
results suggest that the broad morphological differences among
extinct plant groups (i.e., vulnerable vs. resistant taxa) and
between extinct and extant plants result in physiological
differences. Fossil tracheids were shorter and wider than eudicot
vessels (Table 1). Despite these differences in proportion, the
non-linear relationship between tracheid diameter (D) and
tracheid surface area (At) in the context of the eudicot-based
structure-functional relationship used here (Hacke et al.,
2007) produced comparable estimates of mean cavitation
water potentials (9̄c) for fossil tracheids and eudicot vessels
(but see section “The whole plant perspective: Modern and
Paleozoic” below). Even based on this conservative estimate, the
addition of sapwood dysfunction had physiological impacts that
are relevant to several fields. Reduced stomatal conductance
and slowed water use in vulnerable taxa may impact paleo-
atmospheric reconstruction (see section “Sapwood dysfunction
and stomatal conductance: Is gmax really gmax?”), application of
forestry principles to ancient ecosystems (see section “Sapwood
dysfunction, plant growth and allometry”), regional hydrologic
reconstructions (see section “Hydrologic effects of sapwood
dysfunction”), and paleoecology of extinct plants broadly.

Sapwood dysfunction and stomatal
conductance: Is gmax really gmax?

To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to mechanistically
predict a functional relationship between sapwood vulnerability
to dysfunction and stomatal conductance in a paleo-ecosystem
model (see De Kauwe et al., 2014 for comparison to similar
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TABLE 4 Final year simulation mean leaf area index (LAI, m2m−2) and vegetation biomass (mass C m−2) simulated using Paleo-BGC (first of each
column-pair) and the change in each value when sapwood physiological limitation is added (Paleo-BGC+, second of each column-pair, italicized).

Plant type LAI(m2 m−2) Leaf(g C m−2) Stem(kg C m−2) Root(kg C m−2)

Glacial

Lycopsid 3.5 –0.4 146.7 –17.7 51.1 –4.8 15.5 –1.5

Medullosan 2.2 –1.1 78.4 –40.0 60.3 –35.2 18.2 –10.6

Tree Fern 4.3 –0.3 126.6 –8.1 46.0 –3.4 13.9 –1.0

Cordaitalean 3.7 –0.2 159.2 –7.8 55.2 46.8 16.7 14.0

EBF-V 1.5 –0.8 122.0 –68.2 82.1 –63.9 24.8 –19.3

EBF–R 1.5 –0.2 122.0 –13.8 82.1 –9.1 24.8 –2.8

Interglacial

Lycopsid 4.0 0.0 168.0 –0.4 130.9 –4.3 39.4 –1.3

Medullosan 3.3 –1.9 118.4 –69.8 92.4 –57.1 27.8 –17.2

Tree Fern 5.2 0.1 153.0 1.5 117.6 –28.3 35.4 –8.5

Cordaitalean 4.0 0.0 171.7 –1.2 136.7 –5.6 41.2 –1.7

EBF-V 2.1 –0.5 173.0 –45.3 143.0 –70.1 43.0 –21.0

EBF-R 2.1 0.0 173.0 0.4 143.0 –3.6 43.0 –1.0

Adding sapwood limitation generally reduced LAI and biomass (red cells 10% or greater reduction), with a few exceptions in more resistant plant types (green cells increased more than
10%). Simulations were run using two meterological data sets for Glacial and Interglacial extremes of the Pennsylvanian, with atmospheric CO2 (182 and 546 ppm), pO2 = 28%, and each
of four fossil plant types and one extant plant type.

models). In resistant plant types, simulated leaf water potentials
did not induce sapwood dysfunction (i.e., either by embolism
or sapwood allometric deficit), or reduce stomatal conductance
(cordaitaleans: Table 2, Figure 6, green line, and Figure 8,
msw). Vulnerable plant types, on the other hand, had stomatal
conductance reduced by as much as 82% on average by sapwood
dysfunction (Glacial medullosan, Table 2, Figure 6, orange line,
and Figure 8, msw). In Paleo-BGC+, air-seeding and embolism
(PLC) are the initial cause of sapwood dysfunction. Prolonged
embolism also increased simulated sapwood turnover, and
altered the allometry of conductive sapwood to supply the
canopy with water, which is captured as a proportional cap on
stomatal conductance (g∗s,max, Table 2, Figure 6, dotted line,
and Figure 8).

This major reduction of stomatal conductance of vulnerable
plant types in Paleo-BGC + implies that the other modes of
stomatal-conductance-reduction from its theoretical maximum
(gs,max; White et al., 2020) were not sufficiently sensitive to
prevent simulated sapwood dysfunction for those plant types.
This may be due to non-representative parameterization or
functional traits missing from the representation of stomata
behavior for some extinct plant types. Some stomatal traits
may not be accessible using structure-function approaches
based on plant fossils, and are unresolved in modern plant
physiology, making their use untenable in ecosystem models
(e.g., accelerated stomatal responses due to hormone signaling
in seed plants; McAdam and Brodribb, 2015, 2016; Cai et al.,
2017; Hõrak et al., 2017; Sussmilch et al., 2017). Generally,
however, more work is needed to elucidate the mechanisms
resulting in the broad diversity of relationships between
theoretical maximum stomatal conductance to operational

stomatal conductance (McElwain et al., 2016; Clark et al.,
2022). Nonetheless, the original Paleo-BGC parameters (White
et al., 2000) represent the average of modern biome-scale
properties, including angiosperms. Stomata are modeled as
susceptible to multiple environmental stresses (Jarvis, 1976;
Thornton et al., 2002; White et al., 2020). The stomatal
conductance reduction simulated in Paleo-BGC + represents
a conservative approximation of physiological limitation due
to sapwood dysfunction. Adding mechanisms to further slow
stomatal responses in pursuit of representing Carboniferous
plant types (i.e., excluding angiosperm traits like guard cell
ABA synthesis or barbell-shaped stomata; Brodribb et al., 2017;
Sussmilch et al., 2017; Clark et al., 2022), could only exacerbate
simulated sapwood dysfunction in this model. In the absence
of definitive representations of stomatal function, however,
further discussion of these modeling may be framed in terms
of a hydraulic safety margin from embolism—defined here as
the difference between the average cavitation water potential
(9̄c, Table 1) and yearly average of minimum petiolar water
potentials (Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 3)—where the
stomatal responses are similar but xylem hydraulic limitation
varies.

Hydraulic safety margins in Paleo-BGC + are largely driven
by the relationship between the leaf wilting point, which
is prescribed at –2.5 MPa as in the previously published
model (White et al., 2020), and the PLC(9leaf) curve for
each plant type (see red stars in Figures 4, 5). For example,
medullosans had a 9̄c greater than –2.5 MPa (Table 1). Due to
the interaction of these model components, vulnerable plants
continued to use water when 9 leaf was below 9̄c, despite
having already sustained 50% loss of sapwood conductivity or
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FIGURE 8

Simulated sapwood dysfunction responses as represented in Paleo-BGC+. (A) Scalar multiplier (msw) used to reduce stomatal conductance in
proportion to loss of xylem conductivity due to air seeding, embolism, and cavitation. (B) Standing biomass allometry as a proportion of
assumed sufficient sapwood allometry (R∗max) used to place an upper limit on stomatal conductance (g∗s,max = R∗max gs,max). Higher values
Boxplot centerline are simulation medians, top and bottom of boxes are first and third quartile, whiskers extend to include outliers, at most to
the 150% of the interquartile range.

more (Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 3). This resulted
in a negative safety margin (Table 5), which may imply an
anisohydric water use strategy (Skelton et al., 2015). Further,
medullosans lose a large proportion of functional sapwood each
year, and under these environmental conditions have at most
57% of the sapwood required to support maximum canopy
conductance (Table 2 and Figure 6, dotted line, and see section
“Discussion”). With the addition of sapwood dysfunction,
medullosans experience less extreme leaf water potentials in
both climate scenarios, as compared to in Paleo-BGC (Figure 5),
similar to plants with imposed loss of sapwood conductivity

under well-watered conditions (Hubbard et al., 2001). Sapwood
dysfunction resistant plant types, such as cordaitaleans and
tree ferns, closed stomata due to loss of leaf turgor before any
appreciable xylem embolism occurs, allowing the maintenance
of sufficient sapwood to support maximum canopy conductance
from year to year (Figure 5 and Supplementary Figure 3) as is
the case with many modern tropical trees.

Simulated hydraulic safety, and more generally sapwood-
canopy coordination, points toward a theoretical basis for
reducing the nuisance variability in the relationship between the
fossil-estimable gs,max, and operational stomatal conductance
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TABLE 5 Simulated hydraulic safety margin from embolism for four
extinct plant types using Paleo-BGC (White et al., 2020) under tropical
sub-humid conditions.

Safety margin(9̄C −9Min;MPa)

Plant type Glacial Interglacial
Lycopsid -0.5 -0.6

Medullosan -0.8 -0.8

Tree Fern 1.1 0.9

Cordaitalean 3.7 3.5

Safety margins are the difference between the average cavitation water potential (9̄c ,
Table 1) and yearly average of minimum petiolar water potentials (9min Figure 5 and
Supplementary Figure 3). Simulations were run using two meterological data sets for
Glacial and Interglacial extremes of the Pennsylvanian, with atmospheric CO2 (182 and
546 ppm), pO2 = 28%.

(gs,op; McElwain et al., 2016). Such a clarification would be
favorable in the use of plant fossil traits in paleo-climatology
(Franks and Beerling, 2009), as well as paleo-ecosystem
modeling efforts (White et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2020;
Matthaeus et al., 2021; Richey et al., 2021). In particular,
regardless of stomatal size and density, transpiration induced
plant water potential that exceeds xylem tolerances will result in
embolism. For some plant types, embolism limits water supply
to leaves, reducing stomatal conductance and transpiration (i.e.,
reduced gs,op despite high gs,max; lycopsids and medullosans
in Figure 7). Missing from our current approach is the
consideration of stem traits like hydraulic capacitance (Meinzer
et al., 2008, 2009), and whole-plant traits like hydraulic
segmentation and oversupply (Cardoso et al., 2020; Song et al.,
2022), which may help vulnerable plant types avoid loss of
function due to embolism. Addressing these traits in future
efforts should further clarify the relationship between gs,max, and
gs,op, improving the utility of leaf fossils for paleo-climate and
pale-ecosystem science.

Sapwood dysfunction, plant growth
and allometry

We have implemented a single functional relationship
between simulated environment and sapwood turnover
through the proxy of fossil-informed xylem cavitation-induced
embolism in Paleo-BGC+. This functional relationship does not
consider possible feedbacks to leaf water status and viability,
such as runaway cavitation-induced embolism (Tyree and
Sperry, 1988), the additional C cost of actively replacing lost
tissues, or the hydraulic protective effect that may be gained
by accumulating excess sapwood (Delucia et al., 2001; Cardoso
et al., 2020). Further, slowed plant water in the absence of
resource competition (i.e., as Paleo-BGC simulates monotypic
stands) also extended the growing season for vulnerable plants,
buffering the effects of sapwood dysfunction growth (Figure 5
and Supplementary Figure 2). Nonetheless, adding this

functional relationship that considers only the direct impacts of
cavitation-induced embolism to Paleo-BGC resulted differences
in absolute biomass, and biomass allometry between different
taxa (Table 4 and Supplementary Figure 5).

Considerable biomass differences accumulated between
plant types due to sapwood dysfunction over 50 years of
simulation time. In the last year of simulation, the vulnerable
plant types (medullosans and EBF-V) were reduced in LAI,
and Leaf, Stem and Root C by 50% or more in Paleo-
BGC + as compared to Paleo-BGC (Table 4). This reduction
is due to the severe curtailing of stomatal conductance due
to our new sapwood dysfunction scalar, msw, based on xylem
embolism (Figures 6, 8) and accumulated sapwood allometric
deficit (R∗max, Figures 6, 8). For vulnerable plant types,
percent loss of conductivity (PLC) decreases msw directly, while
increased sapwood turnover rate increases in proportion to
PLC, inducing a deficit of C in sapwood relative to canopy.
Reductions in absolute stem C in vulnerable plant types
result from the interaction of overall reduced assimilation and
increased sapwood turnover, each of which feeds back into
further reducing assimilation via reduced LAI and the standing
proportion of assumed sufficient sapwood allometry (R∗max)
respectively. On the other hand, Glacial scenario cordaitaleans
had increased stem and root C with Paleo-BGC + compared
to Paleo-BGC. Cordataitalean stomatal conductance was not
reduced by msw (Figure 8), as their simulated PLC values
did not increase above zero based on the water potentials
simulated by Paleo-BGC+ (Figures 4, 5). Further, dynamic
sapwood turnover rates were decreased from the default value,
promoting biomass accumulation. This potential for stem and
root biomass accumulation may help explain the giant stature
of some cortaitalean trees during the Carboniferous Period
(Falcon-Lang and Bashforth, 2005), may have provided a
hydraulic buffer to canopy conductance under high evaporation
environments (Delucia et al., 2001; Cardoso et al., 2020), or
simply allowed cordataleans to use assimilated carbon more
efficiently.

In Paleo-BGC and Paleo-BGC+, the standing biomass
allometry of canopy to sapwood (CL:CSW) is a product
of allocation and turnover of both canopy and sapwood.
Further, allocation and turnover may each be influenced by the
environment in these models, and in modern taxa: for example,
plant available nitrogen and water (Callaway et al., 1994) or
vapor pressure deficit (Delucia et al., 2001). Among modern
taxa, trees increase the ratio of sapwood to canopy area in
drier environments, while other taxa are unchanged (Delucia
et al., 2001). However, the interaction of xylem embolism with
allocation/turnover in sapwood and scaling to the canopy, is
unclear. Therefore, it is not clear whether observed differences in
Cc:Csw (or analogous allometries based on other quantities, i.e.,
area or volume) among environments and, or taxa are the result
of changes to allocation, turnover, or both (Callaway et al., 1994;
Delucia et al., 2001). For example, decreases in standing Cc:Csw
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in dry environments may be the result of increased leaf turnover,
an increase in sapwood allocation relative to canopy allocation,
or both. The modes of plant allometric response to sapwood
dysfunction may be clarified with experiments considering
changes to quantity and embolism-status of sapwood, and
quantity and water status of canopy.

Hydrologic effects of sapwood
dysfunction

Slowed water use as a result of sapwood dysfunction
increased mean surface discharge runoff in both scenarios,
for vulnerable plant types (model comparisons summarized in
Table 6). Following (White et al., 2020), we examine the effect
of sapwood dysfunction on surface runoff at a spatial scale
with relevance to today’s world. The African Congo River basin
experiences similar conditions to those in our Pennsylvanian
meteorological data. With an annual precipitation of 150–
200 cm yr−1 across 4 × 10 6 km2 (Munzimi et al., 2015),
the Congo exports 1457 km3 yr−1 of water to the Atlantic
Ocean of (Runge, 2007). For comparison, we use our high
atmospheric CO2 meteorology (546 ppm), which is comparable
in precipitation to that used in White et al. (2020), and
to the Congo basin (Table 2). A Congo basin covered in
lycopsids would produce 963 km3 yr−1 of water discharge
using Paleo-BGC compared to 2333 km3 yr−1 using Paleo-
BGC + with sapwood dysfunction added. This increase in water
output is due to the slowing of water use by lycopsids and
their reduced leaf area index (LAI, Table 4 and Figure 7). A
Congo basin covered in tree ferns, on the other hand, would
change little due to sapwood dysfunction (Paleo-BGC: 2963
km3 yr−1, Paleo-BGC + : 2951 km3 yr−1). The addition of a
stem-functional feedback brings the water use of Mississippian
and early Pennsylvanian dominant lycopsids closer to that of
their late Pennsylvanian replacement, the Marattialean tree
ferns (but see section “Discussion”). Further, adding this
representation of sapwood-dysfunction-limited transpiration
reverses the prediction made in White et al. (2020) for this paleo-
location, and suggests that overall Carboniferous plants would
allow more runoff.

The whole plant perspective: Modern
and Paleozoic

Several of the Carboniferous plant types studied here have
non-analog tracheids. In particular, lycopsids and medullosans
have the widest conducting cells considered in this study
(Table 1), despite being short compared to multicellular vessels.
Lycopsids and medullosans have been proposed to be fast
users of water due to their foliar characteristics (Wilson, 2013;
Wilson et al., 2015, 2020; White et al., 2020). Presumably,

their wide conducting cells represent an adaptation to improve
maximum xylem hydraulic conductivity in the context of being
evolutionarily limited to tracheids. This strategy may have
allowed for fast growth in everwet conditions, when soil water
potential never dropped below critical cavitation potentials.
However, in the seasonally wet environment used for our
simulations (Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 1), the same
traits that might confer high sapwood conductance, caused
sapwood dysfunction in lycopsids and medullosans. This result
further confirms the importance of moisture seasonality, and
microhabitat in shaping the evolutionary trajectory of plant
clades, and to biome turnover in the Carboniferous (DiMichele,
2014; Wilson et al., 2017).

Our results show the direct cost of wider tracheids on
assimilation due to air seeding and loss of sapwood function.
However wide conducting cells, such as those found in lycopsids
and medullosans, have additional costs that long conducting
cells may not (Wilson et al., 2008; Wilson and Fischer, 2011;
Wilson, 2013). Wide tracheids have reduced structural stability
and may suffer irreversible damage (e.g., implosion) more easily,
or require additional carbon costs to reinforce their secondary
wall (Sperry et al., 2016; Koçillari et al., 2021). Additionally, wide
tracheids refill less readily under near-zero soil water potentials
(Yang and Tyree, 1992), and may allow embolism to spread more
rapidly due to air-water meniscus geometry (Venturas et al.,
2017).

Our results suggests that medullosans were particularly
affected by the vulnerability of their wide tracheids (average
diameter 165 µm), due to sapwood dysfunction. In particular,
medullosans lost a large proportion of sapwood to turnover each
dry season in Paleo-BGC +. In modern trees this would cause
leaves to be damaged due to lack of water supply (Holloway-
Phillips, 2020). This could suggest facultative deciduousness in
medullosans that would have resulted in a large carbon cost as
a result of losing and regrowing large leaves frequently. It may
be that this ‘carbon inefficiency’ in combination with a carbon
intensive reproductive strategy (i.e., large seeds) limited the
survival and reproduction of the largest-tracheid-medullosans
to everwet environments as previously hypothesized by Wilson
et al., 2008, 2015 and Wilson (2013) based on modeled hydraulic
parameters. Simulated physiology based on fossil morphology,
therefore, might be used to explain why certain medullosans
linages persisted into the Permian while others disappeared near
the end of Carboniferous.

In contrast to medullosans, our results suggest that the
late Pennsylvanian dominant Marattialean tree ferns were
resistant to sapwood dysfunction with some climate seasonality.
These tree ferns do not have ‘true’ secondary xylem, rather,
they have vascular bundles in the stem, and the actinostele
in adventitious roots that have a mix of wide metaxylem
tracheids (average diameter 75 µm) and considerably narrower
protoxylem tracheids (10–20 µm diameter). This apparent bi-
modal distribution of tracheid diameters may have served a
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TABLE 6 Overview of changes in ecosystem modeling outcomes using Paleo-BGC + (with sapwood dysfunction) as compared to the previously
published version of the model.

Scenario Water potential Transpiration Canopy Stem/Root Stream flow N cycle

Vulnerable + – – – + ±

Resistant +

Ecosystem effects of sapwood effects vary by plant type and conditions. Overview combines conditions from Glacial and Interglacial scenarios in a seasonally dry tropical location,
from GENESIS v3 simulations of the Pennsylvanian Period. Plant types are differentiated by modeled xylem cavitation and sapwood allometric limitation of stomatal conductance and
productivity, that is, as vulnerable (lycopsid and medullosans; low mSW and R∗max) or resistant (cordaitalean and tree ferns; high mSW and R∗max) to sapwood dysfunction based on
xylem fossil anatomy. Green cells (+) indicate an increased outcome, and red cells (–) indicate a decrease. Empty cells indicate no change. Water potential represents both leaf and soil.
Transpiration is represented by stomatal conductance. Canopy outcomes are leaf area index (LAI) and leaf C. Nitrogen cycle fluxes are N mineralization and leaching; details are present
in the Supplementary materials.

similar function to tracheid-embedded vessels in some modern
dicot woods (Carlquist, 2009). In tree ferns, smaller protoxylem
tracheids may have maintained xylem conductivity through
dry periods and water potentials that would embolize larger
metaxylem tracheids.

Particularly in the roots, this xylem morphological paradigm
may have allowed the Marratialean tree fern Psaronius
(Figure 9) to supply developing fiddleheads with water before
sufficient stem and leaf xylem had grown to supply their fully
developed form. This may be analogous to the function of
narrow latewood conduits in some modern temperate taxa
that support subsequent year leaf flush when wide earlywood
conduits have been embolized (White, 1992; Gullo et al., 1995;
Yin et al., 2016). Interestingly, this strategy may have ceased
to be viable as seasonally humid tropics became arid at the
Permo-Carboniferous boundary, when Marratialean tree ferns
were replaced by coniferophytes like the cordaitaleans (Wilson
et al., 2017).

Cordaitaleans and other related conifers of the Permo-
Carboniferous periods have several traits that likely protected
them from environmental variability. Morphologically, they
are predicted to have the most cavitation resistant xylem
(Table 1 and Figures 2, 4, 8; Wilson, 2013). According
to our model, cordaitaleans also avoided sapwood turnover
that facilitated higher biomass accumulation, particularly
in the glacial climate scenario. This is interesting because
narrow tracheids are also protective of enhanced cavitation
due to freeze thaw-cycles (Pittermann and Sperry, 2003,
2006), which were likely more widespread in the colder,
glacial parts of the Carboniferous (Matthaeus et al., 2021).
Besides xylem traits, Carboniferous cordaitaleans and conifers
reproduced using seeds. Seed dormancy, in particular, is
thought to have evolved to promote reproductive success
in the context of environmental variability (Willis et al.,
2014). The earliest seeds showing evidence of quiescence
are found in a Permo-Carboniferous conifer (Mapes et al.,
1989). It may be that cordaitalean and conifer sapwood
morphology that was resistant to dysfunction, coupled with
seeds, allowed them to persist and diversify through Permo-
Carboniferous aridification, while medullosan pteridosperms
diversity dropped.

FIGURE 9

Reconstruction of Psaronius adapted from Morgan (1930),
colorized by the authors based on pictures of nearest living
relative, Angiopteris sp., to help distinguish between plant
organs. Black arrow indicates the only visible segment of the
stem (colored in green-gray). All structures above the visible
stem segment (red-green and green) are petioles and
megaphylls. The extensive brown structure below the visible
stem represents the extensive mantle of adventitious roots that
extended below the stem and formed the majority of the
apparent ‘trunk.’

Taken together, these results from Paleo-BGC + modeling of
extinct plants with fossilized anatomy provides novel context to
ongoing research on the cavitation resistance and physiological
resilience of non-angiosperm vascular plants, particularly ferns.
Recent research has shown that ferns are capable of extreme
resilience to drought stress (Watkins et al., 2010; Pittermann
et al., 2011; Baer et al., 2016, 2020; Holmlund et al., 2016). This
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resilience is enabled by a diverse suite of mechanisms of stress
recovery and embolism protection, including: root pressure
(Holmlund et al., 2020); anatomical adaptations, including
endodermal layers and the presence of pectin in the primary
xylem (Holmlund et al., 2019); employing a broad range of
xylem cell sizes (Pittermann et al., 2011); and novel connectivity
of xylem strands at the organ scale (Brodersen et al., 2012;
Suissa and Friedman, 2021) and at the individual xylem cell
scale (Pittermann et al., 2011; Brodersen et al., 2014). Results
from Psaronius suggest that it may have occupied an ecological
niche presently occupied by many ferns (e.g., Dryopteris arguta,
coastal wood fern; Watkins et al., 2010; Pittermann et al., 2011;
Baer et al., 2016; Holmlund et al., 2016) and, also, that any
of these adaptations, if they were present, would have further
enhanced drought resistance and stress recovery in these early
tree ferns.

Cordaitaleans, related conifers, and the medullosans present
an additional challenge because of their large morphological
differences from existing seed plant lineages, specifically
the broad leaves in cordaitaleans and the large fronds,
anastomosting stem vascular bundles, and large tracheids in
Medullosa (Wilson, 2013). Despite these challenges, the modeled
results for the cordaitaleans and coniferophytes presented
here are in broad accord with cavitation vulnerability curves
measured from riparian conifers (Pittermann et al., 2006).
Furthermore, medullosan vulnerability to cavitation induced
embolism is only marginally greater than that measured
from the extant tree fern Dicksonia antarctica (Pittermann
et al., 2011), which has maximum conduit diameters less
than one-third as wide as Medullosa’s xylem cells, suggesting
that medullosan modeled vulnerability may be a conservative
estimate. Finally, although there is not yet a way to identify
some of the specialized drought resistance adaptations identified
in ferns (e.g., root pressure, pectin in xylem) from fossilized
stems, the multi-million-year persistence of all the extinct
lineages presented here, through many drought events, suggests
that similar adaptations may have arisen by the Permo-
Carboniferous periods.

This research shows that focusing on a single plant
organ or functional trait limits understanding plant water
use, especially in the context of changing climates and
atmospheric conditions. Further, this work supports an
ecomorphic functional definition of plant types that supports
further fossil-informed ecosystem modeling. In addition,
future modeling should consider the whole plant including
the complexity of hydraulic pathway morphology (e.g., in
Psaronius) together with the carbon economy (e.g., reproductive
costs in cordaitaleans/medullosans). However, additional high-
quality fossil information is needed to contribute to both model
development and accuracy.

Finally, this work indicates that simulation of plants,
particularly in deep-time, should not be considered outside of
their evolutionary and developmental contexts. For example,

large leaves, such as those found in tree ferns and medullosans,
may have been promoted by cold, low CO2 conditions, and
subsequently been maladaptive in hot, high CO2 conditions
(Sack and Holbrook, 2006). The subsequent persistence, or
disappearance of those lineages may be due to differences
in another part of their hydraulic pathway (such as the tree
ferns). Alternatively, seeds may have promoted the persistence
of carbon efficient plant types, such as the cordaitaleans, or been
a burden for those that were already carbon stressed associated
with vulnerable hydraulic systems, such as the medullosans.

Conclusion

Sapwood dysfunction reduced simulated plant water use
in some Carboniferous plant types, despite those taxa having
high maximum stomatal conductance. Simulations that include
both leaf and stem conductivity better resolve the survivability
of ancient taxa with regard to climate changes and help
support certain plant-turnover events, such as the lycopsids’
replacement by tree ferns, within the tropical forests during the
late Pennsylvanian (DiMichele, 2014; Wilson et al., 2017).

We also found that direct reduction of assimilation by
sapwood dysfunction under seasonal moisture regimes may
largely explain the disappearance of medullosan pteridosperms
in the Pennsylvanian tropics. This is particularly likely when
the overall high construction cost of Pennsylvanian medullosans
is considered (DiMichele et al., 2006). However, sapwood
dysfunction alone does not explain the relegation of lycopsids
to subdominants in the late Pennsylvanian. Rather, we suggest
that tree ferns may have out-competed lycopsids in seasonally
dry areas by quickly resuming productivity after drought by
virtue of the ‘division of labor’ between tree ferns’ resistant
protoxylem and vulnerable metaxylem (DiMichele et al., 2002).
In contrast, our results support the importance of cordaitalean
and early conifer carbon efficiency resulting from cavitation
resistant sapwood. These traits may have led to their dominance
in the early Permian and may have enhanced cooling across the
Permo-Carboniferous boundary (Chen et al., 2021).

Sapwood dysfunction, and sapwood-canopy coordination
are plant properties that have the potential to impact Earth
system processes. The effects of sapwood dysfunction, however,
must be better integrated into future modeling efforts to
represent leaf water status compromise, canopy loss, and
additional C costs of tissue replacement in the canopy and
sapwood. These issues have been been given a water-stress-
limited treatment for modern plants in Community Land Model
5 (Kennedy et al., 2019). Additional development is needed
to apply modern Earth system process simulations to extinct
plant types due to the likely non-analog canopy and stem
trait coordination seen in our results. Future empirical and
theoretical development of these concepts will allow us to better
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predict the responses of vegetation to past and future climate
change.
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